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Expand and Understand: When developed to answer specific questions, models 
can be used to expand our understanding of clinical observations, thereby guiding 
further research through informed decision making. This can especially be true when 
the models represent mechanistic understanding of the system under study.

Models: They come in all forms and sizes. Some are empiric and useful for 
associative forecasting of events. Others, when focused on theory, can help to 
integrate theory and data to test our understanding and to probe actual causes of 
events.

Integrative Evidence: The results from these modeling efforts can provide 
supportive evidence of the mechanisms related to the disease and of the efficacy and 
safety of proposed therapies. By providing plausible understandings, they can be 
used to guide further research (study design, biomarker selection) aimed at 
confirming, or otherwise learning about, what we expect for clinical responses.
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“Thus, by going beyond empiricism and 
stressing understanding, not data collection, 
we not only answer our first question, but we 
also gain far more. For clinical pharmacology, 
as for all other sciences, the goal is theory, 
not data. The pursuit of theory involves both 
induction (imagination) and deduction (with 
subsequent empiric verification); one is 
useless without the other. If theory is kept as 
the goal, it will not only be more aesthetically 
satisfying, but will inevitably lead to insight 
and technique applicable far beyond the 
original locus of study. In short, and in truth, 
there is nothing so practical as a good 
theory.”

LB Sheiner. Clin. Pharmacol. Ther. 46, 605-615, 1989.

Insight …far beyond the original locus of study
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LB Sheiner. Clin. Pharmacol. Ther. 46, 605-615, 1989.

Application of theory to gain new insights
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Data Knowledge Understanding Decisions

Modeling and Simulation
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Literature and in-house information is often available to inform model parameter and disease state effects

Calcium Absorption Calcium Excretion PTH Secretion Bone 
Therapeutics

Anabolic        
(teriparatide, 2004)      

Catabolic     
(denosumab, 2006)

Disease States
Hyper- and hypo-PTH

CKD-MBD (Rix et al.  1999) 

e.g., Peacock and Nordin 1968e.g., Heaney et al. 1997 e.g., Ramirez et al. 1993

Calcium Homeostasis Bone Remodeling Intracellular Signaling

e.g., Raposo et al. 2002 e.g., LeMaire et al. 2004 e.g., Bellido et al. 2003

Multiscale Model
Peterson MC and Riggs MM (2010) A physiologically based mathematical model 
of integrated calcium homeostasis and bone remodeling. Bone 46:49-63. 
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The question: Can we better understand (and predict) the inter-related effects of dmab and the time-courses of on/off tx effects?

Denosumab: RANKL inhibition -↓ Bone Resorption
-  Can we better understand the other changes 
(e.g., bone formation marker, serum calcium and 
PTH)? Should we be concerned? 



8PageExpand/Understand: A Case Study
The question: Can we better understand (and predict) the inter-related effects of dmab and the time-courses of on/off tx effects?

Denosumab: RANKL inhibition 
↓ available RANKL
↓ RANK--RANKL interaction
↓ Osteoclast activity (sCTx)
↓ Activation of TGF-β
↓ Osteoblast activity (BSAP)
↑ bone mineral density (BMD)

-↓ Calcium release from bone
-↓ Serum calcium 
-↓ Ca sensing in PT gland
-↑ PTH release (calcium-sparing)

Latent TGFβ
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One  soultion: Understand (and predict) the inter-related effects of dmab and the time-courses of on/off t effects?

Multiscale QSP Model

Peterson MC and Riggs MM (2010) A physiologically 
based mathematical model of integrated calcium 
homeostasis and bone remodeling. Bone 46:49-63. 
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Denosumab: RANKL inhibition → Bone Marker Changes

1
0

Dose-Ranging: 6 → 210 
mg, Q3M and Q6M, d/c, 

re-Tx

Fig.3 and 4; Peterson MC and Riggs MM,. CPT: Pharmacometrics & Systems Pharmacology (2012) 1, e14; doi:10.1038/psp.2012.15 
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Target Drug Disease Impact Link 

RANKL inhibition Denosumab (Amgen) osteoporosis Understand and predict the impact of dose disruptions, rebound in bone markers, 

Predict dosing-regimen related BMD responses

Bone 2010

CPT:PSP 2012

Calcium-sensing 
antagonist

 DS-9194b (Daiichi 
Sankyo)

osteoporosis Magnitude of BMD elevation is unlikely to meet goal (similar response to exogenous 
PTH) 

ASBMR 2013

PTH replacement Natpara (NPS) hypoparathyroidism A postmarketing trial was recommended to assess pharmacokinetics (PKs) and 
pharmacodynamics (PDs) of PTH dose and dosing regimen. QSP model‐based 
simulations fulfilled the information gap to support recommendations of this 
postmarketing trial.

CP&T 2018

Calcium-sensing 
agonist

etelcalcetide (Amgen) CKD Support understanding of the expected contributions of physiologic disease
progression, feedback mechanisms and pharmacologic effects of etelcalcetide
on Ca homeostasis

ACoP9 (2018)

GnRH antagonism Preclinical (Pfizer)

Linzagolix (ObsEva)

endometriosis Pfizer dropped program

ObsEva used for Phase 3 dose selection

CPT:PSP 2012

ACoP10 (2019)

FGFR inhibition ASP5878 (Astellas) oncology Efficacious response was not obtained by any simulated regimen that minimized to 
acceptable phosphate; results supported program termination.

Also included characterization of phosphate binder effect on serum phosphate

ACoP11 (2020)

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S8756328209018821?via%3Dihub
https://ascpt.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1038/psp.2012.15
https://metrumrg.com/wp-content/uploads/2017/10/Baron_ASBMR_2013.pdf
https://ascpt.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/cpt.1200
https://metrumrg.com/wp-content/uploads/Pubs/posterACoP9-02Oct2018-AmgenApproved.pdf
https://ascpt.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/full/10.1038/psp.2012.10
https://www.metrumrg.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/linzagolix_acop10_presentation_final-1.pdf
https://metrumrg.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/11/RiggsMM_ACOP2020_BoneModelExtensionHyperphosphatemia.pdf
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Q
u

estio
n

Validate 
Existing 

Systems Pcol

Phase 1 → 
Phase 3

Inform 
Approval

+
Model validation using 
sponsor data; then 
simulate varied dosing 
regimens to compare 
predicted impact on 
calciuria

Example: PTH endogenous, replacement tx in hypoPTH 
Question: Is QD dosing the safest and most effective dosing regimen?
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Open science opens doors

Clinical data
FDA suggested BID or 

sustained release likely to 
retain efficacy while 

minimizing risk of 
hypercalciuria  

PTH for 
Hypoparathyroidism

Presented at FDA September 12, 2014 Meeting of the Endocrinologic and Metabolic Drugs 
Advisory Committee (UCM413617) by Manoj Khurana, PhD Immo Zadezensky, PhD Nitin 
Mehrotra, PhD 
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The question: Can we better understand (and predict) the inter-rational effects of dmab and the time-courses of on/off t effects?

Multiscale QSP Model

Peterson MC and Riggs MM (2010) A physiologically 
based mathematical model of integrated calcium 
homeostasis and bone remodeling. Bone 46:49-63. 
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Open science opens doors

Clinical data
FDA suggested BID or 

sustained release likely to 
retain efficacy while 

minimizing risk of 
hypercalciuria  

PTH for 
Hypoparathyroidism

Presented at FDA September 12, 2014 Meeting of the Endocrinologic and Metabolic Drugs 
Advisory Committee (UCM413617) by Manoj Khurana, PhD Immo Zadezensky, PhD Nitin 
Mehrotra, PhD 
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Open science opens doors

Clinical data
FDA suggested BID or 

sustained release likely to 
retain efficacy while 

minimizing risk of 
hypercalciuria  

PTH for 
Hypoparathyroidism

Presented at FDA September 12, 2014 Meeting of the Endocrinologic and Metabolic Drugs 
Advisory Committee (UCM413617) by Manoj Khurana, PhD Immo Zadezensky, PhD Nitin 
Mehrotra, PhD 
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Clinical data
FDA suggested BID or 

sustained release likely to 
retain efficacy while 

minimizing risk of 
hypercalciuria  

PTH for 
Hypoparathyroidism

Model Evaluation With added confidence, investigate the question
Open science opens doors

Presented at FDA September 12, 2014 Meeting of the Endocrinologic and Metabolic Drugs 
Advisory Committee (UCM413617) by Manoj Khurana, PhD Immo Zadezensky, PhD Nitin 
Mehrotra, PhD 
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We know a lot about bone, bone minerals, and 
the mechanisms that control them.

But what if… we are faced with an epic challenge 
and know very little?

How could prior, shared knowledge of systems 
(theory) help to solve that challenge?
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In March 2020… Covid-19 was happening

There were no treatments, we knew so much less 
about the virus, treatments were mainly empiric.

Monoclonal antibodies carried hope: but which 
one(s), how much to give, and how can we develop 
them (and manufacture them) quickly enough?
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In another briefing he stated: "It's good to have two antibodies. The downside is that 

manufacturing is precious. We have limited manufacturing capacity. If two 

antibodies are required, half as many people will get treated," Skovronsky said. "So our 

goal is to see if we can do one antibody at as low a dose as possible." June 10, 2020

“When we have a solution, we want it to be available for as many patients as 

possible, and the better the antibody, the lower the dose you need. And given 

manufacturing capacities, the more patients you can help.” Dan Skovronsky, 

CSO, Eli Lilly and Company  April 30, 2020

From: https://www.reuters.com/article/us-health-coronavirus-lilly-exclusive/exclusive-lilly-covid-19-treatment-could-be-authorized-for-use-as-soon-as-september-chief-scientist-idUSKBN23H35S 
Last accessed  27-July-2022

From: https://www.insideindianabusiness.com/articles/skovronsky-lilly-aims-to-test-covid19-therapy-by-summer Last accessed 27-July-2022

https://www.reuters.com/article/us-health-coronavirus-lilly-exclusive/exclusive-lilly-covid-19-treatment-could-be-authorized-for-use-as-soon-as-september-chief-scientist-idUSKBN23H35S
https://www.insideindianabusiness.com/articles/skovronsky-lilly-aims-to-test-covid19-therapy-by-summer
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-health-coronavirus-lilly-exclusive/exclusive-lilly-covid-19-treatment-could-be-authorized-for-use-as-soon-as-september-chief-scientist-idUSKBN23H35S
https://www.insideindianabusiness.com/articles/skovronsky-lilly-aims-to-test-covid19-therapy-by-summer
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There will be about 5 candidate mAbs from which to choose

There will be NO in vivo data before needing to decide on candidate and its dose for June ‘20 FIH

We may have some in vitro experimental neutralization data available just prior to selection

We are NOT the first researchers predicting mAb exposures given limited early info.

We are NOT the first researchers predicting exposure-response impact on viral dynamics.
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Enter… Shared Science; and the lives it impacted
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Enter… Shared Science; and the lives it impacted

doi: https://doi.org/10.1101/2020.03.23.20040493

History: March 27, 2020.

https://doi.org/10.1101/2020.03.23.20040493
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Clin Pharma and Therapeutics, Volume: 111, Issue: 3, Pages: 595-604, First published: 22 October 2021, DOI: 
(10.1002/cpt.2459) https://ascpt.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/cpt.2459 

● The PBPK model-based approach suggested 
that a clinical dose between 175 and 500 mg 
of bamlanivimab would maintain target mAb 
concentrations in the lung tissue over 28 days 
in 90% of patients. 

● The viral dynamic model suggested a 700 mg 
dose would achieve maximum viral 
elimination.

https://ascpt.onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/cpt.2459
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“The doses of LY-CoV555 that were evaluated in 
this trial were based on pharmacologic modeling 
that predicted that the 700-mg dose would be 
efficacious. (Details about dose selection are 
provided in the Supplementary Appendix, 
available at NEJM.org.)” January 21, 2021 N Engl J Med 2021; 384:229-237 DOI: 10.1056/NEJMoa2029849

https://github.com/metrumresearchgroup/bioPBPK/tree/main/mAb_bamlanivimab

https://www.nejm.org/toc/nejm/384/3?query=article_issue_link
https://github.com/metrumresearchgroup/bioPBPK/tree/main/mAb_bamlanivimab
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From: https://investor.lilly.com/static-files/081a5ef7-f5d6-4acc-b0d2-7ae4daf9e953 accessed 26-July-2022

https://investor.lilly.com/static-files/081a5ef7-f5d6-4acc-b0d2-7ae4daf9e953
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29PageKey Points: QSP Models for Integrative Evidence
Expand and Understand: When developed to answer specific questions, models 
can be used to expand our understanding of clinical observations, thereby guiding 
further research through informed decision making. This can especially be true when 
the models represent mechanistic understanding of the system under study.

Models: They come in all forms and sizes. Some are empiric and useful for 
associative forecasting of events. Others, when focused on theory, can help to 
integrate theory and data to test our understanding and to probe actual causes of 
events.

Integrative Evidence: The results from these modeling efforts can provide 
supportive evidence of the mechanisms related to the disease and of the efficacy and 
safety of proposed therapies. By providing plausible understandings, they can be 
used to guide further research (study design, biomarker selection) aimed at 
confirming, or otherwise learning about, what we expect for clinical responses.
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Our turn to Expand and Understand…
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● Experienced and passionate developer of therapeutics for rare and 
metabolic diseases. 

● 20+ years of experience applying modeling and simulation methods to 
clinical and drug development decision support 

● 4.5 years in Clinical Pharmacology at Pfizer Global R&D
● 17 years at Metrum Research Group
● Founded MetrumRG’s Systems Pharmacology group
● As CSO, works closely with our PKPD, Systems Pharmacology, 

Statistics, Data Science, and HPC (MetworxTM) teams to continually 
advance our quantitative decision support

Matthew Riggs, PhD


